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LESSON 14 
Luke 12:1-13:35 

Information for Teacher 
This lesson highlights two units for study out of a lengthy portion (two whole chapters) of Luke. 
Feel free to cover other texts as you have time, but please focus on the two included in this 
lesson first. 

Be aware of the fact that any time we talk about money in church, people instinctively want to 
turn the discussion almost exclusively toward attitude, because that lets us off the hook. 
“Storing up treasures on earth,” if just an attitude, means that there is no way of really 
determining whether I’m doing that or not, so I automatically assume I don’t do that. Press your 
class for some concrete guidelines that might be applicable, rather than just, “Don’t love money 
in your heart.” 

Opening Discussion 
x What keeps you up at night? 

Introduction 
Jesus, still on his way to Jerusalem, continues to engage crowds and answer questions. We 
won’t study the first twelve verses of Luke 12, but it is helpful to know the setting: “a crowd of 
many thousands had gathered, so that they were trampling on one another” (12:1). We pick up 
in 12:13, when a crowd member shouts a question at Jesus. 

The Biblical Text 
Luke 12:13-21 (Possessions, Generosity, and Anxiety) 

x The crowd member addresses Jesus as “teacher” (Rabbi) and asks Jesus to tell his 
brother to divide the family inheritance with him (12:13). 

o It was common for people to ask rabbis to interpret and decide matters of 
Jewish law. This crowd member is evidently calling upon Jesus to perform this 
rabbinical duty. 

o The crowd member is evidently the younger brother and has not received any 
(or a fair share) of the inheritance. 

x Jesus refuses to play judge or arbiter (12:14). 
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o Jesus senses greed in the questioner’s heart, which is why he begins to discuss 
greed in 12:15. 

o He will not take property from one apparently greedy person to give it to 
another.29 

x Jesus takes this particular question and turns it into a general teaching for the whole 
crowd. He makes two general statements (12:15): 

o Guard against all kinds of greed. 
o Life does not consist in an abundance of possessions. 

x To illustrate this point, Jesus tells them a parable. 
o A rich man’s land yielded a large harvest. 
o He wonders where he will store his crops. (Literally the text reads, “He said to 

himself, ‘Self, what will I do?’”) 
� The man uses “I” six times here. You can determine his focus quite easily. 

o He decides to tear down his current barns (storehouses) and build bigger ones 
for his surplus grain. 

o He will then live comfortably off the surplus. 
o God enters the story and calls the man a fool! 

� Fool here doesn’t simply mean stupid or ignorant. Normally, “fool” in the 
Bible refers to a wicked and/or immoral person (see Ps. 107:17, Prov. 
14:9). 

o God says that the man’s life will be demanded from him immediately. What 
good, then, is his stored grain? 

x Jesus wraps the story by saying that this man is like people who store up things for 
themselves but are not “rich toward God” (12:21). 

x Are any of us prepared to say that we’re like the rich farmer? Or do we always 
assume that we are of course not storing up our own treasures? (It’s only the multi-
millionaires on the west and east coasts that do this, right?) 

x What kinds of bigger barns do we often build? 
x Is being “rich toward God” only an attitude, or are there actions that accompany it? 
x Discuss savings accounts and investments in the context of this passage. Does 

Jesus condemn such things? If not, how do they serve God? 

Luke 12:22-34 (Possessions, Generosity, and Anxiety, continued) 

x It is important to read 12:13-21 and 22-34 together. 12:22 begins with Jesus saying, 
“Therefore,” suggesting that everything Jesus will now teach is based on his statement 
in 12:21 about storing up our own things vs. being rich toward God. 

x Jesus tells his disciples (note the shift in audience from the crowd to his disciples) not to 
worry about their life/safety, their food, or their clothes. 

                                                      

29 Craig L. Blomberg, Neither Poverty or Riches: A Biblical Theology of Posessions. New Studies in Biblical 
Theology (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1999),  119. 
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o He has just sent them on a mission and told them not to take extra things like 
this (10:1-4). 

x Jesus is not saying that food and clothes are unimportant! 
o It’s easy for us, who generally have enough food and clothing, to dismiss these 

things as unimportant. But for those who genuinely need these things, they are 
important. 

o Instead, Jesus is saying that these important things ought to be entrusted to 
God! Let’s read on. 

x Ravens don’t sow or reap (i.e., work hard), and they have no storeroom (like the rich 
farmer in the story above), but God feeds them. And you (humans) are much more 
valuable! So if God takes care of the ravens, he will certainly take care of you. 

x Jesus then states a principle that bears memorizing: Worrying cannot add an hour to 
our lives. It is a useless endeavor (12:26). 

x After discussing flowers in a similar way as he discussed ravens, Jesus discusses food and 
drink (think back to daily bread in Luke 11). 

o Don’t worry about the menu; God knows we need food. 
x Overall, seek the kingdom and the rest will follow (12:31). 

o We ought to give careful (even sometimes anxious) attention to our relationship 
with God. 

o We don’t need to add worries about food and clothing to the mix to dilute our 
attention. 

x Jesus then gives an antidote to anxiety: Sell your possessions and give to the poor. 
o Generosity is the antidote to anxiety!!! 
o By doing this, you make purses that don’t wear out and treasures that won’t fail 

and that will not be stolen or destroyed. 
x Jesus gives us another maxim worth memorizing: “Where your treasure is, there your 

heart will be also” (12:34). 

x What kinds of “treasures” do humans invest in? 
x Is the alternative to worry and anxiety a happy-go-lucky, carefree attitude? If not, 

what is? 
x What values does God’s Kingdom bring to bear on our world? 

Luke 13:1-9 (Repentance, Justice, and Fruit) 

x Some people tell Jesus about an incident where Pilate harassed and persecuted some 
Jewish Galileans. 

x The crowd apparently thought that this incident meant these Galileans had done 
something wrong. 

x Jesus responds by asking a question with an assumed “no” for an answer: Did these 
Galileans suffer because they were worse sinners? 

x Or what about the eighteen people who died when a tower fell? Were they guiltier than 
the others in Jerusalem? (The implied answer to both these questions is “no!”) 

x Jesus’ point is that these tragedies don’t point to particular sin in particular people; 
rather, they should cause all people to examine sin and then repent! 
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o In response to both of these incidents, Jesus tells his audience to repent or 
perish (13:3,5). 

o Here’s a helpful reminder: “Whatever we say about the suffering of those far 
away (e.g., the 2004 earthquake and tsunami in the Indian Ocean) must be 
consistent with what we are ready to say about the tragedies that strike closer 
to home, and even about our own suffering.”30 

� In other words, we can’t look at others’ tragedies and say God is judging 
them but then attribute our own tragedies simply to chance. 

x Now Jesus tells a story about a fig tree. 
o A man has a fig tree growing in his 

vineyard. 
o The tree doesn’t bear fruit. 
o The man tells his vineyard caretaker to 

cut down the tree. 
o The caretaker asks for one year to tend 

to the tree and help it bear fruit before 
cutting it down. 

x God judges and yet provides an opportunity 
for repentance. Our relationship to God is 
urgent and yet God is also patient.31 

x The point is that followers are expected to 
bear fruit. Sometimes God has to do some 
special tending in order for us to do that. 

x When disaster happens, people often want 
to attribute it to sin. What’s the response 
to this? 

x We often think our blessings are a sign of God’s favor or approval. What does this 
story say about that? 

x Why might God be giving us special care and attention, according to this story? 

Application 
x Does the holiday season cause anxiety for you? What is the antidote? How will you 

act that out? 
x According to Luke 13, what is the proper response to tragedy? 
x Name some “fruit” that followers of Christ are to bear. 

                                                      

30 Justo L. González, Luke, Belief: A Theological Commentary on the Bible (Louisville: WJK Press, 2010), 
171. 

31 Fred Craddock, Luke, Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1990), 167. 

González helps us see what the 
caretaker might do in a year to help 
the tree yield fruit: “The vinedresser 
will dig around it, and give it an 
exceptional dose of fertilizer. To a 
casual observer, the tree would 
appear to be specially blessed, and 
the vines cursed and forgotten, and 
one would think that the fig tree 
must be particularly valuable if it is 
treated with such care. This is what 
one would expect on the premises of 
the so-called gospel of prosperity: 
good things are a reward for faith 
and fruitfulness. But the truth is 
exactly the opposite. The fig tree is 
receiving special care because it has 
yet to give the fruit it was meant to 
bear” (González, 172). 


